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POIARI2ATION AS A TEST FOR REGGE BEHAVIOR IN BACI\t-TARD 1t -p SCATTERING 

John D. Stack 

· Del)ai'tment of· Physics and Lawrence Ra.d:La.tion lAboratory 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

Recent experiments have shown a sharp peak in the backward direction 

in high energy ~lastic 1f±P scattering.1 ' 2 The Regge pole hypothesis ascribes 

this peak to exchange of the crossed channel baryon trajectories. The purpose 

of this note is to point out that exchange of these trajectories, since they 

are associated with Fermions, gives rise to amplitudes which are highly spin 

dependent. In particular, the measurement of the polarization of the recoil 

proton can provide an important test for Regge behavior in these reactions. 

In the 1f-P reaction, the crossed baryon channel is in a pure I= 3/2 

state. The only known trajectory which can be exchanged is the 6. In the 

1f+P reaction, exchange of both I = l/2 and I= 3/2 states is allmted. If the 

dcr - ) exchange of the 6 1otere to dominate here as vlell, the relation dn (1f p = 

9 ~~ (rr +p) lttouJ.d hold. The experimental data show hol'lever, that the differen

tial cross section for 1f +p. is several times that for 1f-p, with both having 

roughly the same energy dependence. This difference can only be explained if 

I= l/2 exchange is dominant in 1f+p. Consequently, in what follows, the 1f+P 

reaction is assumed to be dominated by exchange of N, the leading I = l/2 

trajectory, with ~1(o) ; a
6

(o).3 
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The scatter:;.nc am:?litude for ,/p scattering can be t-lritten:
11
. 

(1) 

The contributions to r
1 
±(·f~iu) of the baryon trajectories in the crossed 

channel are easily calculated using crossing s~~atry and the Sommerfeld

'1-Ta tson transformation :5 

where ~(.fu) and r+(·fu) are pole positions and modified reduced residues in 

+ the crossed n p channel. Under the assumptions made above~ the relations 

a+(.fu) = aAc~ruL c:_(.fu). ~C.fu>~ r+(·lu). rA(.fu)~ 

and r_ (.fv.) a! rN(.fu) · hold. 

The quantity s0 is an arbitrary scale energy tal~en to be 1 Gev. These e~:pres

sions represent leading asy.mptotic te~s in s and come from the poles in the 

£ = J ~- l./2 amplitude in the crossed channel. This means that aA (1238 Mev) • 

3/2, aA(l920 Mev) a 7/2~ etc., but that ~(-938 Mev) a 1/2, ~(-1688 Mev) D 5/2, 

. etc. This difference occurs because the N trajectory appears in the risht half 

J plane in the J, • J + 1/2 amplitude. By tho NncDouell symmetry, 6 this ampli·· 

tude is the continuation to negative energie,s o:f' the A • J - l/2 ~litude • 

. · .. ' :•· 
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The contrast ''lith the exchange of a Boson trajectory should be noted. 

As was fir~t shown by Gribov,7 the positions and residues of Fermion Regge 

poles are real analytic functions of the c.m. energy in the cut plane of the 

±( r ) channel in which the pole appears. To achieve an amplitude f
1 

~s,u analytic 

in the cut u plane and having no singularity near u = 0 1 each trajectory in 

the crossed baryon channel contributes two terms, resulting in an expression 

of the form g(.fs,.fu) + g(.f"s,...fu). The two terms contributed by any one tra-

jectory have different phases and produce a phase difference between the spin~ 

flip and non spin-flip amplitudes which allmrs a non-vanishing polarization 

for the recoil proton. In the case of one Boson trajectory exchanged, the 

position and residue are real analytic functions of the square of the c.m. 

energy in the relevant crossed channel. In this case, the spin~flip and non 

spin~flip amplitudes in the direct channel are all·rays relatively real and no 

polarization can occur. 

Using the expression of Eq. (2) to calculate the c.m. polarization 

of the recoil proton for an initially unpolar:i.zed target leads to the follow-

ing result: 

P_L(,fs,u) = li (fs s~e) tanh[ -i1t' 
"-.!:.. -12- u 2 

F_(.fs,u) 
(a_ (•fu) - CL ( -·fu) )] --___ + ___ _ 

+ + F_(fs,u) + G_(/~,u) 
+ + 

(3) 

F+(.J~,u) and G+(/~,u) are functions which are expressible in terms of r+(fu) 

a_(f~). The precise forms for F_(fs,u) and G_(rs,u) are irrelevant to the 
+ + + 

argument lThich follmrs and ''ill not be given here. However, it is easily 

shmm that F+(Is,u) >> G+(,~,u) if sis sufficiently large and that F+('fs,u) 

and G:/fs,u) are real and positive in_ the direct channel physical region. 

Therefore, the sign of the polarization is determined by the sign of the term 

! 
I 

i 
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1 -irr [ ·· ---:-tanh[ -
2 

(cc(·.u) - c_(-'/u))] • 
J + + -i'· u 

The sign of this term can be obtained using the fact that the functions 

a_(• fu) are real analytic in the neighborhood of ·· fu = O, with nearest cuts 
+ 

starting at ·/u = ± (Mw + l'.Irr). Expanding the a_(·f~) around ~Fu = 0 and l:eeping 
+ 

terms up to cubic order, the above term sliaplifies to 

_l:._ tanh[- irr a_' ( 0 }!u] • 
-i'fu + 

As note~~above, a+(Iu) = c~('Fu); and a6 (1238 Nev) = 3/2 etc. Barring excep

tional behavior, a
6 

(Iu) is expected to increase steadily as·fu increases 

through real values from zero. This implies G+' ( 0) > 0. On the other hand 

c;_ (.fu) = ~./fu) and ~( -938 Nev) = 1/2 etc. He:i.·e aN('!;) is expected to 

increase steadily as .;; decreases through real values from zero, l'Thich liaplies 

a_'(O) < 0. Therefore, under the stated asstm~tions, the polarization is 

predicted to be positive (i.e~ along n) for rr-p and negative for rr+p. 

The magnitude of the polarization can also be predicted if s is 

sufficiently large. The criterion for this is that lrriv~/a+' (0)/.fs I << 1. 

If this inequality is satisfied, F:r.(.fs,u) 

P~(.fs,u) simplifies to:8 
"'-

>> G_(fs,u), and Eq. (3) for 
+ 

P (.fs u) 
.,.+ ' 

"' = n 
-i.fu 

vrhere the explicit high energy form for sinG has been used and a_(·.fu) has been 
+ 

expanded around .fu = 0 as above. If I CL' ( 0) I = 0(1/ Gev), as vrould be expected 
+ 

from the lmrnm points on the trajectories, it i.s clear that appreciable polari-

zation can occur throughout the region of the bacli:l'rard peal:, except near th0 

. ~-- --.-~ .... --··---"-'~ ·=-"'· --- ~-- ______ ---..........._____ ----- . ---------~------~ ____ , __ ... n_ ··-'···· ~ .. -~ -- ...-e--------~..0- ,._ ___ . --·· --- -

i 

! 
' 

i 

i 
i 
I 
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exact backuar¢1. direction uhere .the polarization v.an;ishes. · At lower energies 

}'here the ~nequality above is not satisfied, Eq. (!:).provides an order :<!>f~· 

magnitude est:Una.te> since in this region F+('/;.,)1) ~ O(G+(.fs,u)). 

To sum up, the assumptions are made that !:::. exchange dominates rc p, 

N exchange dominates rr+p and that the trajectories have reasonable shapes.9 

Under these assumptions large positive polarizations are predicted in rc p and 

large negative polarizations in rr+p at high s and fixed u, the magnitudes being 

a measure of the trajectory slopes. Since almost all other theories of high 

energy scattering would predict no polarization in the asymptotic region, the 

observation of the predicted polarizations in backJ·Tard rr:!:p scattering would 

provide strong evidence for Regge behavior in these reactions. 

I -vrould like to thank Professor Geoffrey F. Chew for his interest in 

this work and a number of helpful discussions. 
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